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Abstract
Context The testing of software-intensive systems is performed in different test stages each
having a large number of test cases. These test cases are commonly derived from require-
ments. Each test stages exhibits specific demands and constraints with respect to their
degree of detail and what can be tested. Therefore, specific test suites are defined for each
test stage. In this paper, the focus is on the domain of embedded systems, where, among
others, typical test stages are Software- and Hardware-in-the-loop.
Objective Monitoring and controlling which requirements are verified in which detail and
in which test stage is a challenge for engineers. However, this information is necessary to
assure a certain test coverage, to minimize redundant testing procedures, and to avoid incon-
sistencies between test stages. In addition, engineers are reluctant to state their requirements
in terms of structured languages or models that would facilitate the relation of requirements
to test executions.
Method With our approach, we close the gap between requirements specifications and test
executions. Previously, we have proposed a lightweight markup language for requirements
which provides a set of annotations that can be applied to natural language requirements.
The annotations are mapped to events and signals in test executions. As a result, meaningful
insights from a set of test executions can be directly related to artifacts in the requirements
specification. In this paper, we use the markup language to compare different test stages
with one another.
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Results We annotate 443 natural language requirements of a driver assistance system with
the means of our lightweight markup language. The annotations are then linked to 1300
test executions from a simulation environment and 53 test executions from test drives with
human drivers. Based on the annotations, we are able to analyze how similar the test stages
are and how well test stages and test cases are aligned with the requirements. Further,
we highlight the general applicability of our approach through this extensive experimental
evaluation.
Conclusion With our approach, the results of several test levels are linked to the require-
ments and enable the evaluation of complex test executions. By this means, practitioners
can easily evaluate how well a systems performs with regards to its specification and,
additionally, can reason about the expressiveness of the applied test stage.
Keywords Markup language · Requirements modeling · Simulation ·
Test stage evaluation · Test stage comparison
1 Introduction
In many areas, software systems are becoming increasingly complex through the use of open
systems, highly automated, or networked devices. The complexity leads to an increasing
number of requirements, which are often expressed in natural language (Mich et al. 2004;
Kassab et al. 2014). In several domains, development standards prescribe the alignment
of requirements and test procedures to assure that software-intensive systems are tested
effectively (cf. ISO26262 (ISO 2011) for automotive systems, EN 50128 (DIN 2012) for
railway systems, or DO-178C (RTCA 2012) for avionic systems).
Software-intensive systems are tested on different levels to enable a stepwise testing
process and to increase the confidence in the system’s functionality. In recent years, the V-
Model has established itself as a procedural model for software development. It describes
the progressing phases of development together with their associated quality assurance
and testing measures. The recommended test stages range from unit and component tests
through the testing of subsystems to integration test on a system wide scale. In particular,
techniques like software-in-the-loop (SiL), hardware-in-the-loop (HiL), and human-in-the-
loop testing are used for validation and verification. Each test stage has its own benefits,
drawbacks, and constraints. SiL tests, for example, are cheap, flexible, and easy to scale.
On the other hand, they strongly rely on realistic environmental models and usually do not
consider effects related to hardware component behavior. Human-in-the-loop tests, on the
other hand, are closest to reality but expensive and hard to scale.
A software system that stimulates a system-under-test (SuT) with specific inputs, exe-
cutes it, and maps the resulting outputs to models of the prospective environment of the
system is called a simulator. Simulators have become increasingly complex in recent years
to anticipate system behavior in complex environments. Using such complex simulators has
several advantages over conventional software testing like unit tests. Conventional tests only
pass or fail, but there is little information about the contextual situation. Further, simula-
tors are more flexible towards covering diverse variations in context behavior. Simulations
also provide a high degree of flexibility regarding the abstraction of the environment or
context of the system which is why they can be applied in all phases of development of
the SuT. Additionally, compared to static software tests like unit tests, simulations intro-
duce the capability of time-dependent analyses. It is possible to explore the behavior of a
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SuT in its context over hours or days within a much shorter amount of time due to the time
compressing execution of a simulation.
In current practice and especially in large companies, aligning testing and requirements
activities is a challenge (Bjarnason et al. 2014; Galko et al. 2014). Simulation scenarios
are often not directly derived from requirements but handcrafted by specialized engineers
based on their own expertise of the problem domain (Huang et al. 2016). Further, the results
of simulation runs are often not fed back to the level of requirements, which means that a
requirements engineer does not benefit from the insights gained by running the simulation.
This misalignment has several reasons. First, requirements engineering and simulation is
often conducted in different departments. Second, simulators are complex systems that need
to be configured by simulation experts which makes it hard for requirements engineers to
use them. Third, requirements and simulations are on different levels of abstraction which
makes it hard to connect events generated by the simulation to the requirements - espe-
cially, when they are written in natural language. As a result, the simulation scenarios are
often unrealistic and do not ensure that all requirements are covered and verified. Modeling
can help closing this gap between requirements and simulation. However, if the necessary
models are too formal, requirements engineers are reluctant to put in effort to model the
requirements.
In a previous publication (Pudlitz et al. 2019b), we proposed a lightweight approach that
allows engineers to annotate natural language requirements and link the respective part of a
requirement to a signal or an event in a test execution. By analyzing logs of test executions
for the linked events, we can feed back information regarding the execution to the level of
the annotations and thereby to the level of requirements. The available annotations represent
the markup language. A distinct feature of our markup language is that it contains annota-
tions on different levels of detail. An engineer can decide how detailed he or she wants to
annotate a requirement. The more detailed a requirement is annotated, the more information
can be retrieved from a test execution.
In this article, we present how the markup language can be used to analyze test suites and
compare different test stages with each other. More specifically, we explore the following
three points of leverage:
– Test Stage Similarity: Given sets of test execution runs from different test stages, we
want to know how similar the test executions on the test stages are.
– Test Stage Compliance: Given a test stage, we want to know how well the test stage
complies with the implications of a specific set of requirements.
– Test Case Alignment: Given a set of test cases, we want to know how well these test
cases are aligned with a specific set of requirements.
We evaluate these aspects by applying our approach to a real-world case from an auto-
motive context. We have annotated 443 natural language requirements of a driver assistance
system and linked the annotations to 1300 test executions from a simulation (SiL) envi-
ronment and 53 test executions from test drives with human drivers (Vehicle-in-the-Loop).
Further test levels like HiL will be included in future work. Based on the annotations and the
mappings, we were able to compare the test executions on the two test stages with respect
to the leverage points stated above.
Our analysis reveals that simulation scenarios show very different characteristics in terms
of velocity and acceleration behavior compared with data from real drives resulting in dif-
ferent coverage of requirements. Moreover, our analysis reveals that the simulation is at a
coarser level of detail compared to the data from real drives. Finally, we are able to show
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that in the real test drives, 86% of the requirements are at least partially or even completely
fulfilled, and, in contrast, within the simulation, 65% of the requirements are fulfilled.
Relation to Previous Publications This paper is based on our previous publication (Pudlitz
et al. 2019b). This paper extends the previous publication by incorporating an extensive
experimental evaluation. In this paper, the previously presented markup language is applied
to a large-scale requirements specification from the automotive domain. The applicability
of the approach and possibilities of analyzing different test stages with the annotation-
augmented requirements is extensively evaluated. In particular, a comparison of driving
scenarios, a comparison of the differences in expressiveness, and a comparison in terms of
requirements verification potential is done on simulation and real driving data. Therefore,
this paper highlights the substantial benefits of comprehensively adopting the lightweight
multilevel markup language to connect software requirements and simulations.
2 Background and RelatedWork
This section provides an overview of tasks and research advances related to our approach
of aligning requirements with explicit test executions at different stages of development.
The first subsection presents an overview of approaches to requirements modeling as a
comparison to our lightweight multi-level markup language. Section 2.2 discusses the sub-
ject of software testing and the differentiation to and potentials of extensive simulations.
Section 2.3 provides an overview of existing efforts in aligning requirements specifica-
tions with testing environments. However, the presented approaches only provide means for
static relations between requirements and corresponding tests. Therefore, Section 2.4 show-
cases existing tooling attempting to explicitly evaluate requirements with test execution
in an end-to-end fashion. We distinctly show where our approach improves upon existing
solutions.
2.1 Lightweight Requirements Modeling
Any kind of (semi)automated analysis profits from software requirements that exhibit a
certain structure or adhere to a certain model type. However, expressing requirements as
models usually comes with additional efforts for creating the models and the results may
by less suitable for communication with non-technical stakeholders (especially with for-
mal models). Therefore, different approaches have been suggested to make requirements
modeling more lightweight. Some focus on supporting engineers in creating graphical mod-
els (Wu¨est et al. 2019), while others aim to maintain the appearance of natural language
while still allowing for automated reasoning with so-called constrained natural language.
The use of constrained natural language is an approach to create requirements models
while keeping the appearance of natural language. Several authors propose different sets
of sentence patterns that can be used to formulate requirements (Mavin et al. 2009; Eck-
hardt et al. 2016). Besides the advantage that requirements are uniformly formulated, the
requirements patterns enrich parts of the requirement with information about the semantics.
This information can be used to extract information from the requirements. Lucassen et al.
(2017), for example, use the structure of user stories to automatically derive conceptual
models of the domain. With our approach, we combine the strength of lightweight require-
ments annotations with the potential to be enriched with behavioral information collected
in simulations.
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2.2 Testing and Simulation
Software Testing is the verification that a software product provides the expected behav-
ior, as specified in its requirements (Barmi et al. 2011). The conventional development and
testing process for embedded systems is based on the V-model, which structures the devel-
opment process into phases of decomposition of the system elements and their subsequent
integration. Each requirement being specified on a certain level of abstraction is reflected
by a test case on the same level, which determines whether the requirement has been imple-
mented correctly. The increasing complexity of the systems, the many possible test cases,
and the uncertainty about the system’s context challenge this conventional testing process.
Therefore, the use of simulations is becoming more and more popular to facilitate the test-
ing of software in diverse, complex settings. This way, various behaviors of the software
can be examined automatically.
Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system (Banks
et al. 2000). The act of simulating something first requires that a model is developed; this
model incorporates the key characteristics, behavior, and functions of the selected physical
or abstract system or process. A simulator is a program that is able to run a simulation. Each
simulation run is one execution of the simulation.
When simulation is used in a system development process, the model usually consists
of a submodel that describes the system-under-development (SuD) and one or several sub-
models that describe the operational environment of the SuD. The simulation represents the
operation of the SuD within its operational context over time.
A simulation scenario defines the initial characteristics and preliminaries of a simulation
run and spans a certain amount of time. The scenario defines the global parameters of the
operational context model. The model of the SuD is not affected by the definition of the
simulation scenario. Therefore, a simulation scenario can be compared to a test case in
a conventional testing process. The expectation is that the SuD performs according to its
desired behavior in a set of representative simulation scenarios.
2.3 Requirements and Test Alignment
Alignment of requirements and test cases is a well-established field of research and sev-
eral solutions exist. Barmi et al. (2011) found that most studies of the subject were on
model-based testing including a variety of formal methods for describing requirements
with models or languages. Another possibility to align requirements and test cases is
by establishing trace links between the artifacts (Ramesh and Jarke 2001). Alignment
practices that improve the link between requirements and tests are reported by Uusitalo
et al. (2008) based on six interviews, mainly with test roles, from the same number of
companies. The results include a number of practices that increase the communication
and interaction between requirements and testing roles, namely early tester participation,
traceability policies, considering feature requests from testers, and linking testing and
requirements experts. Linking people or artifacts was seen as equally important by the
interviewees.
2.3.1 Model-based Testing
In model-based testing, a behavioral model of the system, called test model, is developed
based on informal requirements of the system (Utting et al. 2012). This test model is used to
generate test cases automatically. One problem in this area is that the generated tests cannot
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be executed directly against an implementation under test because they are on different
levels of abstraction. Additionally, the formal representation of requirements often results
in difficulties both in requiring special competence to produce (Nebut et al. 2006), but also
for non-specialist (e.g. business people) in understanding the requirements. The generation
of test cases directly from the requirements implicitly links the two without any need for
manually creating (or maintaining) traces (Bjarnason et al. 2014). However, depending on
the level of abstraction of the model and the generated test cases, the value of the traces
might vary. For example, for use cases and system test cases, the tracing was reported as
being more natural in comparison to using state machines (Hasling et al. 2008). Errors in
the models are an additional issue to consider when applying model-based testing.
2.3.2 Traceability between Requirements and Tests
Alignment of requirements and test cases can also be achieved by setting up traceability
links between artifacts (Gotel and Finkelstein 1994; Uusitalo et al. 2008). These trace links
provide a means to enrich requirements artifacts with the information, that there exists a
test artifact encompassing the functionality specified by the requirement. Trace links can be
associated with different meanings to help engineers perform impact analysis or increase
test coverage (Uusitalo et al. 2008). Traceability challenges include volatility of the traced
artifacts, informal processes with lack of clear responsibilities for tracing, communication
gaps, insufficient time and resources for maintaining traces in combination with the prac-
tice being seen as non-cost efficient, and a lack of training (Cleland-Huang et al. 2003). In
addition, traceability links are inherently static artifacts that either link two artifacts or not.
We are more interested in linking information of dynamic executions to the level of require-
ments. This facilitates the evaluation of requirements in a more detailed way by not only
showing that there is a test case for a requirement, but actually present the evidence, that
said requirement is successfully verified within a test.
2.3.3 Test Coverage
An important measure to assess the adequacy of a test suite is the notion of its coverage (Zhu
et al. 1997). Most prominently, test cases and test suites are assessed based on their code
coverage, i.e., the ratio of code that is executed when a test case or a test suite is executed.
Especially for black-box testing, the concept of requirements coverage has been defined to
assess the ratio of requirements that are “executed” by a test suite (Whalen et al. 2006).
Similar to approaches for requirements and test alignment, requirements coverage can be
computed based on (formal) requirement models (Whalen et al. 2006) or based on static
traceability links between test cases and requirements artifacts (Ramesh and Jarke 2001). In
our work, we focus on black-box testing and compute a measure of requirements coverage.
However, we do not rely on formally defined requirements. Yet, we are interested in a more
detailed assessment of requirements and test relationship than just a static relation indicated
by a trace link.
2.4 Tooling for End-to-end Testing
A comparable approach to verify requirements within a testing and simulation environment
in an end-to-end fashion is presented by the tool Stimulus by software company Argosim.1
1www.argosim.com
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Stimulus lets the user define formalized requirements and enrich the system under devel-
opment with state machines and block diagrams to include behavioral and architectural
information, respectively. With the help of a build-in test suite, signals from the environment
on which the systems depends and reacts can be simulated. The system behavior within
these simulations is evaluated with regards to its constraints specified by the requirements
and violations are detected. The main features include the detection of contradicting and
missing requirements.
This tooling approach however exhibits some major differences to the methodology pro-
posed in this paper. First and foremost, the form in which requirements are drafted in
Stimulus is in a highly formalized manner from which this approach is to be differenti-
ated. While there are many efforts within the research community to explicitly formalize
requirements to improve on their verification possibilities (Barmi et al. 2011), this markup
language aims to provide the requirements engineer with a means to intuitively annotate
natural language requirements in order to unfold the implicitly contained information in a
way it can be used for verification purposes within a simulation. Secondly, the testing capa-
bility provided by Stimulus depends on the user to define inputs to the system and assign
a range of values to them for test execution. This step however shall be automated with the
proposed approach. From the data provided by the markups, a scenario for the simulation
environment will be constructed, which evaluates the underlying constraints.
3 Approach
Our approach is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The starting point of our approach are nat-
ural language requirements, as seen in Fig. 1 as R1, R2 and R3. The requirements contain
the software specifications and are written without patterns or constraints. Therefore, our
approach needs to deal with spelling errors, grammatical inaccuracies, or synonyms. The
approach of applying markups to natural language requirements is designed to abstract from
these inconsistencies.
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a requirements specification linked to a system execution with influencing
intermediate steps
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With elements of our markup language, the engineer can mark key phrases. The markings
of the text passages are called annotations. These annotations are shown schematically as
TextA, TextB and TextC in the requirements R1, R2 and R3. For example, system-relevant
text phrases such as motor, door, speed or acceleration can be significant in requirements
from the automotive context. Each annotation is extracted and then linked to specific signals
of the functional implementation. This means that the natural language annotation TextA is
assigned to the signal SigA (analogously TextB to SigB and TextC to SigC). Annotations
contain important information regarding the system to observe the behavior of the system
in the simulation or other test stages. Further, annotations can contain information about the
environment (e.g., weather, roads, environment details) to benefit the creation of scenarios
for simulations or other test stages.
By analyzing log data generated by some test stage, the annotations can be evaluated.
Figure 1 shows a simplified, exemplary extract of the log data from seconds 10 to 12 with the
occurring signal values. The results are then graphically displayed in the software specifica-
tion. This allows the engineer to determine what information is important for the evaluation.
The log data represents the behavior of the software at any time. Due to the increasing com-
plexity of the vehicle functions, the complexity of the test stages evaluating these systems
increases as well.
With our approach, the engineer can pursue two main goals. On the one hand, the ful-
fillment of requirements can be checked. On the other hand, test evaluations can provide
valuable information regarding the behavior of the software - even at an early stage of devel-
opment. Our proposed approach is independent of the chosen test stage and allows to use
complex simulations as an evaluation tool for every stage of development.
Another advantage of our method is the presentation of the results in the natural language
requirements. This allows easy access to the evaluations. The results can be understood
directly in the context of the requirements without loss of content through translations.
Especially with the growing importance of autonomous driving and more complex assis-
tance systems, our lightweight markup language enables us to better understand complex
scenarios and to make natural language requirements evaluable.
3.1 Markup Language
For the annotation of software functions and environment conditions, we developed a
lightweight multilevel markup language to connect requirements specifications and log data
from test runs. We developed our markup language to meet five demands.
1. A lightweight, intuitive approach for annotating objects in natural language software
requirements.
2. A possibility to observe single objects as well as complex relations between elements
in software tests without a formal translation.
3. An extraction of important simulation environment properties that must occur in the
simulation.
4. A possibility to evaluate software behavior already during the development process.
5. A lightweight way to extract conditions to compare scenarios and test stages.
Based on these goals, we developed a language with four distinct levels. The idea to
differentiate requirements regarding their context - system or environment - is adopted
from Gunter et al. (2000). This differentiation enables the extraction of information about
the test environment directly from the system specification. The work of Mavin et al. (2009)
also introduces guidelines with the goal of formalizing as many requirements as possible.
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Their work inspires our differentiation between triggers and pre-conditions and the asso-
ciation with actions. However, both works are created to serve as a template for creating
requirements in a more formalized way. Our approach on the other hand focuses on enrich-
ing pre-existing natural language requirements. In addition, our language was refined by
consulting and exploring the peculiarities of freely available natural language require-
ments (Dalpiaz 2018; Murukannaiah et al. 2017) and the requirements of an industrial
partner.
The resulting language consists of elements, which are assigned to phrases in the natural
language requirements documents with defined content characteristics.
The annotation in the present texts is carried out by the engineer and is deliberately a
manual part of the approach. This ensures the flexibility and independence of the require-
ments. During the annotation process, the engineer chooses an element of the language
depending on the context and the desired evaluation. The level is chosen implicitly and does
not need to be selected explicitly.
3.1.1 Elements
Elements are the basic component of our markup language. Available elements and their
description are shown in Table 1. It also shows, how the elements are strictly associated
with different levels of detail. The correct understanding of the elements by the engineer
is crucial, since the manually performed labeling effects the type of automated simulation
evaluation. Each element is assigned to one of four levels, which define the level of detail
of the evaluation.
3.1.2 Levels
All elements are assigned to one of the four levels. The levels build on one another and
describe the level of detail of the elements. The properties as well as the limits of the levels
are explained in the following.
The Scope-Level (Level 1) is used to differentiate between information on the system and
on the simulation environment. As a result, the appearance of the objects in the simulation
is displayed. However, no further information is available.
The Type-Level (Level 2) distinguishes the phrase of Level 1 into different types of text
phrases depending on the behavior in the system. The different Level 2-types influence the
type of evaluation and are the basis for the definition of conditions in Level 3.
The Condition-Level (Level 3) connects a type of Level 2 with a specific value via com-
parison operators to create condition statements. However, the formulated conditions have
no connection among each other.
The Causality-Level (Level 4) establishes a relationship between the conditions of
Level 3 and creates causal relationships. This requires detailed knowledge of the system and
the necessary work process performed by the user is time consuming. The result however is
an in-depth evaluation.
3.2 Annotating Requirements
There are three main goals to use our approach. First, extraction of information to select
appropriate driving scenarios. Second, reviewing and monitoring software functions, and
third, comparing different test runs and test stages. In all three cases, natural language
requirements are the starting point of the investigation. Our markup language facilitates the
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Table 1 Overview of all elements per Level
Level Element Description
Level 1: Scope System describes all information concerning the system, including
any property perceptible from the outside as well as internal
information. Result: link to signal available or not available.
Environment describes information on the simulation environment (e.g.,
weather) and simulation properties (e.g., simulation dura-
tion), and checks fulfillment of scenarios before a simulation
run. Result: link to signal available or not available.
Level 2: Type Value{L1} characterized by a value-continuous range and linked to sys-
tem or environment. Result: progression over simulation
time.
State{L1} describes objects with multiple possible, but exclusive states
(e.g., door - open/closed). Result: all appearing states.
Event{L1} once or sporadically occurring object, often associated with
signals. Result: number of appearances and average inter-
mediate time.
Time concrete time specifications; automatically linked to simu-
lation time. Result: not presented.
Level 3: Condition Value{L1}-Condition values of Level 2 linked by<;≤;=;>;≥; =with a number
or parameter. Result: duration of the fulfilled condition.
State{L1}-Condition states of Level 2 linked by = or = with a possible state.
Result: frequency, and duration in percent of the fulfilled
condition.
Event{L1}-Condition event from Level 2 with the values 1 or 0 for appearance and
non-appearance. Result: number of appearances and average
intermediate time.
Time-Condition time statements from Level 2 linked by<;≤;=;>;≥ or by
natural language expressions such as longer, shorter, or
within; must be linked to other conditions as an extension of
other Level 3 conditions. Result: not presented.
Level 4: Causality {L3}-Trigger Level 3 statements linked by AND, OR; if condition is ful-
filled, {L3}-Action is triggered. Result: number of appear-
ances.
{L3}-Pre-Condition Level 3 statements linked by AND,OR; pre-condition must
be fulfilled in order to start a {L3}-Action. Result: number of
appearances in total and as pre-condition with percentage.
{L3}-Action Level 3 statements linked together; following a {L3}-Trigger
or {L3}-Pre-Condition. Result: number of appearance.
highlighting of necessary information and the observation in tests with an adaptable level
of detail.
Figure 2 shows three examples of requirements for a Blind Spot Monitor [B-1, B-2, B-
3]. The system warns the driver of vehicles in the blind spot by a red warning light in the
outer mirror. If a vehicle is in the blind spot and the driver activates the turn signal lever, an
additional warning tone is emitted. The red warning light flashes meanwhile.
B-1 contains Level 1 and Level 2 annotations. The annotated text phrases are each under-
lined in the original requirement. All detailed information about the annotation (level and
type) are explicitly shown below. The system annotation of BSM checks if a corresponding
signal is present in the test runs. This can vary depending on the simulation used or the level
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Fig. 2 Examples of requirements of a Blind Spot Monitor with initial annotations on all Levels
of development of the system. To represent or compare the speed over the entire test period,
the Level 2 annotation of Value is necessary.
B-2 contains only Level 3 annotations. The terms distance and BSM are each linked
to a specific value from the requirement. For this purpose, an operator is selected, which
is defined depending on the type. For states it is possible to use = and =, for values the
common comparison operators.
B-3 contains one Level 3 and one level 4 annotation. The Level 3 annotation consists
of the condition name vehicle and the associated condition value detected. They are
linked with an equality operator. B-3, like B-1, shows that different levels can occur within
a requirement. Level 4 annotations are made up of several Level 3 annotations. The Level 4
annotation in B-3 shows that two Level 3 annotations (BSM = warning level 2
and turn signal = activated) are incorporated as triggers. The term acoustic
warning is also a Level 3 annotation but in contrast to the other two an event. Therefore,
the value 1 was added manually. Triggers, Pre-Conditions and Actions can always consist
of a list of Level 3 annotations. These are linked by the engineer by AND or OR and later
evaluated accordingly.
The example in Fig. 2 shows an excerpt from a software requirement specification. In
B-2 and B-3, the requirements are each annotated at a higher level. This makes it clear
that the engineer can start directly with the annotation on Level 3. It is not necessary to
annotate all text phrases successively from Level 1 to Level 3. An exception is Level 4 (B-
3), which requires Level 3 annotations to link them together. At the same time, this also
means that several levels within a requirement, as in B-1, are possible. The engineer can
receive evaluations flexibly and depending on the context. The flexibility of the engineer
is further increased by the possibility to create annotations on Level 3 and 4 over several
requirements.
In practice, the importance of requirements together with test runs in general, especially
simulation runs, is a challenge for many companies. On the one hand, the requirement engi-
neers lack the detailed understanding of simulations, on the other hand the test engineers
are not familiar with the natural language requirements. Our presented markup language
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together with our approach of connecting this language to test executions provide a tool for
requirements engineers to make requirements more testable and to get feedback on the ver-
ification of the requirements. Test engineers have the opportunity to better coordinate test
scenarios and develop them more specifically to meet requirements. This leads to a harmo-
nization of both sides and promotes the exchange, understanding and cooperation of both
sides.
The annotation process is intentionally left manual because the engineer shall decide on
which level of detail he or she is interested in runtime information. However, we have also
worked on NLP-based approaches to support the engineer by presenting words and phrases
that are candidates for certain annotations (e.g., States (Pudlitz et al. 2019a)). In addition,
our prototypical implementation distributes and applies all Level 2 and 3 annotations to
all occurrences of the annotated phrase across the specification to avoid duplication and to
reuse already created annotations.
3.3 Simulation Execution and Representation
Before a test run starts, the extracted annotations are linked with concrete signals and their
associated values, like shown in Table 2. The signal names are internal signals of the sys-
tem. The linking of natural language expressions with signal names of the system is called
mapping. Depending on the level, an annotation can be interpreted as successfully mapped.
In Level 1, the sole presence is sufficient for successful mapping. Level 2 requires a correct
range of values in the available log data. For example, annotated States can not be mapped
to continuous signals. Similarly, the same applies to Values, Events and Time Expressions.
In order to achieve correct mapping for Level 3 expressions, it is necessary that signal names
and signal values can be properly assigned. Since Level 4 annotations consist exclusively of
Level 3 conditions, a Level 4 annotation is only successfully mapped if all contained Level
3 conditions are correctly assigned.
A mapping to specific signal names is not always possible. Table 2 contains an incom-
plete mapping for the Level 3 annotation vehicle = detected. This could be a first
indicator that the test environment does not provide the signal or a poorly fitting scenario
may have been chosen. Another possibility could be that the signal for the current state of
development is not yet available. Nonetheless, it is still possible to start the test runs and
just verify a subset of the system requirements. Further, the annotations from the text and
the signals from the test are not necessarily a one-to-one but can also be established as
Table 2 Mapping from natural language expressions to signal names and values
NL expression Signal
BSM → <bsm Stat>
velocities → <veh velocity>
distance ≤ 3m → <veh distance> ≤ 300
acoustic warning → <bsm acoustWarn left> = 1
<bsm acoustWarn right> = 1
vehicle = detected → N/A
turn signal = activated → <veh turnSig left> = 1
<veh turnSig right> = 1
BSM = warning level 1 → <bsm Stat> = 1
BSM = warning level 2 → <bsm Stat> = 2
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a one-to-many mapping. The expressions acoustic warning and turn signal in
Table 2 demonstrate such a mapping. The signals are each mapped with two concrete sys-
tem signals. The mapped signals are evaluated by default with an OR-operation. This allows
a mapping even if general formulations are used in the natural language requirements.
After the extraction of the annotations and the preparation of the mapping, it is possible
to carry out arbitrary tests. The presented approach is independent of selected simulators,
test tools and test procedures. The evaluation is carried out exclusively on the log data of
the respective test.
Log files may be structured differently depending on the test performed or the simula-
tors available. However, at each time step, these data represent the state of the system. A
big advantage in the analysis of the log data is the evaluation at each time step indepen-
dent of the frequency. The included signal names differ essentially by two different types of
recording. On the one hand, continuous signals, such as speed, acceleration or temperature,
are recorded in each time step. These signals are annotated by the engineer in the specifica-
tions as Value and can therefore also be evaluated in the form of signal curves. On the other
hand, signals with discrete states are only recorded when the state changes. The engineer
can select States for these types of signals in the markup language.
For complex vehicle functions, increasingly complex vehicle tests are carried out. That
means on the one hand the test runs are longer and with several vehicles at the same time. On
the other hand, the scenarios are becoming increasingly complex and realistic. Both aspects
contribute to the creation of a large amount of log data. The evaluation of individual signals
is therefore not very meaningful. Our approach allows the evaluation of a significant number
of vehicles over any period of time. By analyzing the log data, the annotations are analyzed
at each time step. For better accessibility of the results, these are graphically displayed in
the original requirements.
Figure 3 shows the three example requirements from Fig. 2 showing the results from the
test run. In B-1, the text phrase BSM on Level 1 is mapped to the signal bsm state. The
Fig. 3 Results of a test evaluation for exemplary annotations
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speed signal can also be mapped. Since this annotation has already been created at Level 2
as Value, the continuous progress is displayed. Between minute 101 and 115 of the test run,
a maximum speed of 131.1 km/h and a minimum speed of 69.9 km/h was reached. The
concrete values of all evaluated Value texts are also available for further evaluations outside
of the tool.
In B-2 all evaluations of the existing Level 3 annotations are shown. The Value{S}-
Condition (distance ≤ 3m) was fulfilled within the simulation for a period of five
seconds. In addition, the ratio of this time in relation to the duration of the simulation is
given in percent. In contrast, the number of conditions that have occurred can also be dis-
played for the State{S}-Condition. For this example, the BSM reached warning level 1 three
times for a total time of 15 seconds, which corresponds to 12.5% of the total test runtime.
In B-3 a Level 3 condition and a complex level 4 annotation is evaluated. As no suitable
signals for the Level 3 annotation can be assigned in the mapping, the engineer will see
the evaluation no mapping in the requirements specification. In contrast, the complex
Level 4 annotation can be evaluated. The two Level 3 annotations annotated as triggers by
the engineer were triggered three times in the log data. The event (acoustic warning
= 1) also occurred in all cases, which means that the total annotation was 100% fulfilled.
The example shows the influence of the different annotations on the type of evalua-
tion. Simple evaluations are particularly suitable for early development of the software.
With more time investment by the engineer, the annotations can become more complex and
the evaluations gain in significance. In the most complex case, the Level 4 annotations,
almost complete statements about the entire requirement can be made. The representation
in the original requirements allows the engineer to evaluate all evaluations in the overall
context.
The example shows the evaluations of a test run of an explicit test stage. The annotations
of the engineer continue to serve as a starting point for comprehensive comparisons and
evaluations. As our experiment shows, statements about the distribution of annotations and
comparisons of several log data are also possible.
Our experiment shows a variety of evaluations. The detailed graphic representations in
the natural language requirements can be domain dependent. In future work, the approach
will be evaluated with test and requirements engineers in order to be able to make detailed
statements about the benefits of the graphical presentation of results. In addition to the use
and applicability of the language, the study will focus on making the simulation results
easier to understand.
4 Experimental Evaluation
This section describes the experimental evaluation illustrating the potential of the presented
markup language. We follow the reporting guideline for experiments in software engineer-
ing proposed by Jedlitschka and Pfahl (2005). We start by describing our research goals
followed by the general experimental design and the context in which we conducted the
study. Then, the data collection and analysis procedures are described, followed by the
results of the experiment. Finally, these results are critically discussed.
4.1 Objective
This experimental evaluation aims at validating the applicability of the presented
lightweight markup language on an exemplary, large-scale dataset from the automotive
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Fig. 4 Schematics of the experimental setup
domain. Further, additional benefits in establishing a comprehensive workflow with multi-
ple test stages and extensive analysis are demonstrated.
The two different test stages under review in this paper signify that the approach as
presented can be used to evaluate the system specification at different development stages.
The aim is to show and discuss the significance of the results that can be obtained with this
requirements verification approach.
It should be explicitly noted at this point that the presented analysis is executed for
demonstrative purposes only, highlighting the possibilities enabled by the requirements
annotation approach. This paper does not aim at optimizing the testing procedure itself or
the specific function.
4.2 Experimental Design
The experimental evaluation is set up according to the schematics in Fig. 4. The starting
point and base for the evaluation is the requirements specification which is extensively
annotated with the markup language as presented above. Therefore, the first part of the
evaluation concerns the investigation of the specifics of the application of the annotations
to the extensive requirements specification.
The annotations in the specification are evaluated with respect to the test stages in two
different ways: first, by analyzing log data from an extensive simulation, and second, by
analyzing log data from actual, real test drives. We used VSimRTI2 as simulator as it offers
an extensive framework incorporating different simulators (Protzmann et al. 2017). The real
driving data is provided by an automotive industry partner and is comprised of customer-
oriented test drives executed by company employees.
The experiment setup defines four different research questions corresponding to the
dashed arrows in Fig. 4.
2https://www.dcaiti.tu-berlin.de/research/simulation/
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– RQ1: How are annotations distributed in realistic requirements specifications and how
much effort is related to the annotation process?
– RQ2: Can the annotations be used to assess the similarity of different test stages with
respect to the characteristics of the log data?
– RQ3: Can the annotations be used to assess the compliance of different test stages with
the characteristics of a requirements specification?
– RQ4: Can the annotations be used to assess the alignment of actual test cases with the
characteristics of a requirements specification?
The first research question elaborates on the general applicability of our approach by
applying the markup language to a large-scale requirements document. The remaining
research questions analyze the additional benefits resulting from the application of our
markup language.
The difference between RQ3 and RQ4 is that in RQ3, we are interested in assessing the
general ability of a test stage to trigger and observe certain phenomena described in the
requirements specification. For example, if a requirement mentions rain as an important
part of a requirement, a test stage must be able to stimulate and monitor the occurrence of
rain. In RQ4, we are interested in the characteristics of the actually executed test cases (e.g.,
if a test case has been executed where it actually rained.) The detailed analysis process is
explicitly explained in Section 4.5.
4.3 Context
This experimental evaluation is based on a requirement specification from the automotive
domain provided to us by an industry partner. It is therefore a realistic application and eval-
uation as it would be carried out by industry experts. The requirements specification defines
the behavior and setup of a blind spot monitoring (BSM) system used in modern passen-
ger vehicles. The system exhibits a reasonable complexity to be able to draw generalizable
conclusions while still maintaining an intuitively comprehensible overview.
The system visually warns the driver with a light in the side-view mirror when an object
is within the blind spot of the driver. If this scenario occurs and the driver does not notice
this warning and sets the indicator to signify the desire to change lanes, the light begins to
flash. Additionally, an acoustic warning is triggered to keep the driver from changing lanes
and potentially hitting the object in the blind spot.
Internally, the BSM has three very important states. As default, the system is in warning
level 0. When an object enters the blind spot of the vehicle, but is situated behind the system
vehicle, warning level 1 is triggered which enables the described visual warning. As soon
as the approaching vehicle is next to the system vehicle but still in the blind spot, warning
level 2 is triggered. Only if the system is set to warning level 2, the above mentioned acoustic
warning is triggered.
An additional feature of the BSM system is the exit warning capability. This feature is
only enabled when the vehicle is standing still (e.g., in a parking situation). This part of the
system aims to prevent the occupants of the car hitting the car doors against objects next
to the doors. If there is a small object next to one of the car doors that is detected by the
sensors, the respective door is blocked to prevent damage to the car door or, potentially, the
detected object.
The requirements specification that describes the BSM system consists of 443 artifacts
written in natural language. Since the specification is written in unstructured, unrestricted
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natural language, a multitude of different formatting styles like enumerations is present. Of
the artifacts, 292 are actual requirements, 60 are additional notes - referred to as information
- and 91 are headings.
4.4 Data Collection Procedures
This section provides an overview of the different data sources and how they were
augmented to serve as a basis for the experimental evaluation.
4.4.1 Requirements and Annotation Data
To perform the planned analyses, the requirements are annotated manually. For the purpose
of annotating large-scale requirements documents, we developed a tool to assist this process.
The tool integrates the objects from the requirements specification and presents them in a
structured way (similar to a requirements management tool). It is then possible to select
text passages for annotations and subsequently select the level and type of annotation that
should be applied to the text passage. The existing annotations of the currently selected
requirement are highlighted in the text and additionally displayed in a designated section.
The tool also supports the import of requirements from different sources and the export of
annotated requirements in an XML format for further processing.
The first two authors of the paper annotated the requirements by splitting up the speci-
fication into two parts, annotating one part, and then validating the annotations of the other
author in the second part. By this, both authors finally had a look at all requirements of
the systems. Deviations and differences in the annotations were discussed and resolved.
Both annotators aimed for annotations with the highest possible level in each requirement.
Section 4.6.1 provides a detailed analysis of these annotations. The authors have been
involved in requirements engineering from a research perspective for over two years and
have dealt with the automated extraction of information from requirements specifications in
the past. During their research, they work with requirements from the automotive context
and are therefore able to incorporate their domain knowledge into the annotation process.
4.4.2 Annotation Mapping
For linking the annotated text passages to signals of a test stage, we manually created a
mapping for each of the two test stages considered in our study. Table 2 shows an example
of such a mapping. The mapping process of both test stages is carried out by two authors.
For the real driving data, consultations with domain experts ensure a high quality and
correct mapping of annotations. When mapping the text phrases to the signals of the simu-
lations, the signal names are coordinated in direct exchange with the developers of the BSM
functionality within the simulator.
The basis for the mapping are all Level 3 annotations of the specification. Therefore, all
annotations on Level 1 and 2 that are not implicitly contained within the Level 3 annotations
are not considered in the mapping and consequently, in the subsequent evaluation of the test
stages. Further, since the annotations on Level 4 are aggregated exclusively of annotations
from Level 3, these are inherently included in the mapping process.
As described in Section 3.3, an annotation on Level 3 consists of a name and an assigned
value. Therefore, not only the signal needs to be mapped but also the corresponding value
needs to exist for this signal in order to assign it in the mapping.
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4.4.3 Log Data Generation and Selection
As explained before, the log data is collected from two sources: a simulation environment
and a database of test drive data from an automotive industry partner.
Simulation Data The simulator - VSimRTI - is a framework integrating different simu-
lators. The traffic is simulated with SUMO (Lopez et al. 2018). This provides Simulated
Urban Mobility (SUMO) within a network simulator. In VSimRTI, it is easy to write cus-
tom functions and map them to the vehicles in the scenario. We implemented a BSM system
and equipped all passenger vehicles in the scenario with the implemented BSM module.
We implemented the BSM module according to the system specification as presented by
the requirements. The implementation has been provided an affiliate expert of the research
facility (i.e., none of the authors have been involved in the implementation of the BSM
functionality).
To make the simulated scenario as realistic as possible, the LuST - Luxembourg SUMO
Traffic - scenario is used (Codeca et al. 2015). This publicly available3 scenario aims at
realistically representing the daily traffic in Luxembourg for a whole day. The layout of Lux-
embourg is translated exactly into the simulator, with city highways, main and residential
roads. The traffic demands are simulated by analyzing the official demographics of Luxem-
bourg in regards to the distribution of population and the age. In addition to this meticulously
procured individual traffic, the exact bus routes and stops of the public transport in Lux-
embourg are incorporated in the scenario. Therefore, although the actual verification of the
BSM is not in focus of this paper, the used simulation is highly realistic and a sophisticated
means to test the system.
The simulation is started at 8 o’clock in the morning in simulation time, which is the peak
of the number of simulated vehicles. In our simulation, this results in 1300 vehicles, which
all drive on the virtual map for about 10 minutes. To collect the data from this 10-minute
simulation, the simulator was executed for 5 hours on a standard laptop. We collected data
of 13 signals from the 1300 vehicles with a rate of 50 Hz.
Test Drive Data The real driving data is provided by our industry partner and is comprised
of test drives by employees with company-owned vehicles. These drives therefore represent
the behavior of the vehicles in real life scenarios with actual users in customer-oriented
driving trials. The data was packaged in 10-minutes snippets.
We extracted snippets where the relevant signals of the BSM are activated and show
changes in the behavior. This way, 53 trips of 10 minutes each are extracted and serve as
basis for the evaluation. We were not able to infer the actual number of involved drivers or
distinct vehicles from the data. We extracted data of 30 signals from the 53 trips with a rate
of 50 Hz.
4.5 Data Analysis Procedures
The setup presented in Section 4.2 defines a fourfold analysis. Following, the specifics of
these analysis approaches are detailed.
Large-scale Application of Annotations The evaluation of the annotation characteristics is
done by reporting various statistics regarding the distribution of the annotations with respect
3https://github.com/lcodeca/LuSTScenario
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to their level and the requirements they originate from. It is examined how the annotations
on each level spread over the different types of objects in the requirements specification.
Further, the specific structures of the annotations on each level and how they manifest in
the application on the large-scale requirements specification, are examined. In addition, we
report the effort in terms of working hours spent to annotate the requirements.
Test Stage Similarity The evaluation of test stage similarity is carried out by relating the
trips of the vehicles in the simulation to the trips of the real driving data based on system-
dependent and independent factors. For our experiment, we used vehicle speed and vehicle
acceleration as representatives for system-independent factors and warning level as repre-
sentative for a system-dependent factor. The distributions of the values of these signals will
be observed and analyzed to yield insights on how well the simulation represents the actual
system behavior in real life scenarios. Therefore, this quantitative analysis is used to derive
a qualitative statement about the similarity.
Test Stage Compliance The two test stages are further compared with respect to their com-
pliance with the requirements specification and the augmented annotations. This is done by
conducting a twofold comparison: once regarding the annotations and additionally regarding
the requirements which these annotations originate from.
Annotation coverage: The base for this evaluation is the mapping of annotations to
signals. The annotation coverage metric defines the ratio of annotations that exhibit a
mapping and can therefore potentially be examined within the tests. This analysis is
done for every level of the annotations.
Requirements coverage: The requirements coverage metric presents the ratio of require-
ments that can entirely, partially, or not at all be analyzed within the tests because
contained annotations cannot be mapped.
To give an example of the defined metrics, we apply them to our example from Fig. 3. Of
the total of six annotations, five are mapped to signals. Therefore, the annotation coverage
in this small example is 83%. Two of the requirements (B-1 & B-2) contain only anno-
tations with a mapping while B-3 has both mapped and unmapped annotations. Thus, the
requirements coverage is 67% for entirely mapped requirements, 33% for partially mapped
requirements, and 0% for entirely unmapped requirements.
Test Case Alignment The fourth and final part of the analysis is conducted by evaluating
the test case alignment.
Depending on the level, annotations can be fulfilled. On Level 1, an annotation is ful-
filled if the natural language expression is mapped to a signal. On level 2, the annotations
are divided into types. In the mapping, the value ranges must match the types. Level 2 anno-
tations are fulfilled if the corresponding information is available in the log data. For Levels 1
and 2, the exemplary annotation of the vehicles velocity is fulfilled, if it is actually recorded
in the test stage and conforms to the specified type on Level 2. In this example, the velocity
would probably be tagged as a value and therefore coincide if it is actually recorded with a
continuous4 range of values.
In contrast, the annotations on Levels 3 and 4 are enriched with additional information
that can be tested for fulfillment. On Level 3, a condition can be fulfilled or not. A Level 4
4Although all signals are recorded digitally and therefore are discretized to a given resolution of the values,
a continuous sampling can be assumed if the range of the signal is not bound to some restricted set of states.
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annotation is considered fulfilled if all contained Level 3 conditions are fulfilled. Again
referring to the example of a vehicles velocity, an annotation on Level 3 would be the assign-
ment of a certain value, or range of values to this signal. If, for example, a requirement
mentions a velocity of 50 km/h or lower as a precondition for some event, this annotation
is fulfilled on Level 3 if, at any point in the simulation or test drive, the velocity actually is
lower than 50 km/h. On Level 4, the evaluation of fulfillment would as well be connected to
the event which the specified velocity is a precondition for. So only, if every time the spec-
ified event occurs, the velocity is below the specified limit, will the Level 4 annotation be
regarded as fulfilled.
As in the test stage compliance section, this evaluation is also focused on the metrics of
annotation and requirements coverage. However, the two metrics are interpreted differently.
In this case, we only consider mapped annotations and analyze whether and how they have
been fulfilled in the analyzed test data.
Annotation coverage: The annotation coverage now indicates the ratio of annotations
that are actually evaluated, i.e. fulfilled, within the tests.
Requirements coverage: For the requirements coverage, this is reflected onto the
requirements in the specification to gain an insight of how well the tests actually audit
the specifications.
Applying these new metric definitions to the example from Fig. 3, we see that all mapped
annotations can also be evaluated. Therefore, annotation coverage and requirements cov-
erage are 83% and 67%, respectively, as in the previous chapter. The potential of the
evaluation is thus fully exploited because 100% of the mapped annotations are fulfilled.
4.6 Results
This section provides the analysis of our experiment according to the strategies presented in
the preceding chapters. The structure is set up to answer the research questions presented in
Section 4.2.
4.6.1 Evaluation of the Large-scale Application of Annotations
The following section provides insights into the distribution of annotations to the require-
ments specification. For readability and clarity, in this section, the super-ordinate term for
the three types of elements in the specification - namely requirement, information and head-
ing - will be artifacts, as usual for the requirements engineering domain. In the rest of the
paper, the term requirements includes all categories. The artifacts are annotated manually
by the authors as described above.
Figure 5 shows the number and type of artifacts containing annotations for each level,
as well as the number of unique annotations for each level. The latter is visualized by the
pillars, which refer to the second axis.
In Level 1 there are 127 unique annotations, which split into 105 annotations tagged
as part of the system and the remaining 22 as part of the environment. Since the Level 1
annotations are consistently used in the requirements, they spread over 294 artifacts with
an average of 2.3 Level 1 annotations per annotated artifact. Breaking the artifacts down,
85.4% of them are requirements, 12.2% are informations and only about 2.4% are head-
ings. Therefore, about 86% of all requirements contain an annotation on Level 1, 60% of
all informations and only about 7.7% of all headings.
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Fig. 5 Statistics of the annotations in the requirements
Elaborating on these annotations, 115 are refined on Level 2, resulting in 293 annotated
artifacts. The majority of Level 2 annotations are states, as displayed in the distribu-
tion of Level 2 annotations to types in Fig. 6. In previous work, the extraction of these
states from natural language requirements has been automated to drastically reduce man-
ual labor (Pudlitz et al. 2019a). There is just one requirement containing only annotations
on Level 1. Therefore, the number of Level 2 annotations per artifact is similar to the one
reported for Level 1, amounting to 2.2.
The next step is the association of conditions with the Level 2 annotations to establish
Level 3. In this experimental setup, 73 of the annotations on Level 2 are transferred to
Level 3, accounting for 63.5% of all Level 2 annotations. Due to the possibility of mul-
tiple associations per Level 2 annotation, this results in 167 annotations. Therefore, every
annotation on Level 2 that is incorporated on Level 3, is assigned 2.3 conditions on aver-
age. Interestingly, although the overall number of annotations increases, these spread over
significantly fewer artifacts with just 172 containing annotations on Level 3. About 4.1%
of these artifacts are informations, with the rest being actual requirements. This distribution
is reasonable, since the requirement artifacts of the specification should - per definition -
contain the critical technical specification for the system. On average, there are 2.1 Level 3
annotations per annotated artifact.
Of all Level 3 annotations, 61.1% are used to establish causal relationships on Level 4,
resulting in 55 unique annotations. Therefore, each Level 3 annotation occurs in roughly 1.5
annotations on Level 4. Interestingly, the annotation containing the abbreviation BSM (i.e.
the systems name) is used far more often, occurring in 28 of the annotations on Level 4. On
Fig. 6 Distribution of the Level 2 annotations to the different types
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average, each Level 4 annotation contains roughly 1.6 Preconditions or Triggers and about
1.2 Actions. However, with 63.6% of all Level 4 annotations, the majority of causal rela-
tions is established as Triggers. Further, 85.3% of Level 4 annotations with multiple linked
conditions or actions are connected with the logical operator AND, while the remaining
minority is connected via anOR. Finally, only 51 artifacts contain these Level 4 annotations,
with just 3 of them being informations and again, the majority being requirements.
The distribution of annotations to the different types of artifacts is rather intuitively rea-
sonable. The very few occurring annotations within headings are due to some more generic
annotations or specific system names, which of course occur in some of the headings. The
ratio of informations and headings is similar in regards to the overall distribution and the dis-
tribution of annotations. Since the informations serve as additional content to further specify
the actual requirements, they inherently contain some annotations. However, as observed in
the analysis, especially in Levels 3 and 4, where the entropy of the annotations considerably
increases, the vast majority of annotations originate from requirements artifacts.
The annotation process was carried out in several steps. Time was measured separately
for the annotation process and the review process. The entire requirement specification was
annotated by two authors in 5 hours and 47 minutes. The duration of the entire annotation
review process was 83 minutes.
Interpretation of Results This analysis of the application of the markup language to a
comprehensive requirements specification explores and answers the first research question.
The presented results facilitate the assumption that the language scales well. It is demon-
strated that it is possible to represent a substantial amount of the functional implication of
the specification with the help of the structured annotations. In addition, all possible types
of annotations are used, displaying the relevance of all constituent parts of the markup
language. Further, the distribution of the annotations and their associated levels can be
interpreted as a relative measure of complexity of the requirements.
4.6.2 Evaluation of Test Stage Similarity
Although the requirements and annotations are the focus of this work, the two test stages
shall be compared independently as well. This section provides an analysis of how simi-
lar the two test stages, as presented by the log data they yield, are in general. This also
influences the expressiveness of following evaluation steps. In particular, in the evaluation
presented here, it is analyzed how well the simulation scenarios represent the ones encoun-
tered in the real driving data. The analysis is done regarding system-independent factors,
namely the velocity and the acceleration of the vehicles and system-dependent factors, i.e.
the warning level of the BSM system.
The factors, which the test stages are compared by, are defined based on domain knowl-
edge and knowledge of the systemwhich is established through the process of annotating the
requirements specification. In this case, the system-independent factors are selected since
they represent fundamental information regarding the characteristics of a trip with a vehi-
cle. The system-dependent factor is chosen, since this system state turned out to be highly
relevant within the annotation process. Therefore, the comparable factors can be chosen by
a (domain) expert based on prior knowledge and are facilitated by the annotation of the
system specifications.
Velocity Comparison Figure 7 shows the histograms of velocities and accelerations for the
real data and the simulation as percentages of time for discretized values.
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Fig. 7 Histograms of the a velocities and b accelerations within the simulation and real data
In Fig. 7a, the velocities are discretized into intervals of 5 km/h. It is very apparent that,
in the real data, the vehicles spend more time in standstill since more than 25% of the time
te vehicle speed was between 0 and 5 km/h. The corresponding proportion for the simulated
vehicles only amounts to around 10%.
It can also be observed that the vehicles in the test drives generally travel at lower speeds
compared to the simulation. The simulation exhibits approximately normally distributed
velocities around the 50 km/h and 130 km/h marks, with a slight exception at 110 km/h.
This suggests a deterministic driver behavior in the simulation, since these are the allowed
speeds within the city, on the highway and on the highway when it is raining, respectively.
To further interpret the distributions of the velocities, Fig. 8a shows a Box-Whisker-
Plot of the data. As conventionally applied, the box signifies the first and third quartiles,
with the contained line being the median. The whiskers show the 5 and 95 percentiles. The
descriptions as before are further supported by this plot, as the quartiles of the simulation
data are shifted higher than the respective quartiles of the real data.
Interestingly, the 95% marks are very similar with a difference of under 3 km/h. The
shown medians are at 36.9 km/h and 56.6 km/h for real and simulation data, respec-
tively. This is a significant deviation, which is further supported by the means and standard
deviations of the velocities of the data, amounting to 43.0 km/h ± 42.03 km/h and
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Fig. 8 Box-Whisker-Plot of the a velocities and b accelerations within the simulation and real data
62.33 km/h ± 38.35 km/h for real and simulation data, respectively. The reported standard
deviations further show how diverse and broadly spread the data is.
Eventually, the comparison of velocities yields some undeniable differences between real
and simulation data, with each set of data exhibiting some peculiarities.
Acceleration Comparison Figure 7b shows the histogram of the vehicle accelerations for
real data and simulation. The values are discretized into intervals of 0.2m/s2. Again, the
simulated vehicles show a nearly normally distributed behavior around zero. An exception
to this are the constant percentages for the values between 1.4m/s2 and 2.4m/s2, which also
might exist due to deterministic behavior defined in the simulator. Additionally, there is a
spike in occurrences at -4.6m/s2. This is most probably the defined value for a hard stop.
The acceleration values for the real data exhibit a similar distribution with a roughly
normal distribution as well. The slight differences are apparent when observing the Box-
Whisker-Plot in Fig. 8b. The quartiles of the simulation data cover a broader range of values,
while the medians are very similar with 0.04m/s2 and 0.0m/s2 for real and simulation data,
respectively. Further, the 95% mark of the simulation data is higher than in the real data,
which fits the observations from the histogram as described before.
The mean and standard deviation values further support this observation, with
0.021± 0.67m/s2 and 0.035± 1.24m/s2 for real and simulation data, respectively. The stan-
dard deviation of the simulation data is sensibly larger, as can be reproduced when looking
at the quartiles in the Box-Whisker-Plot.
Warning Level Comparison The analysis so far is done by system-independent factors.
Additionally, the scenarios can be compared by system-dependent factors. In this case, the
exemplary comparison is done according to the warning level of the BSM.
A general analysis for every signal of a system which can be compared is the amount of
time, which the signal attained a certain value. For the warning level, there are three possible
values, 0 for no warning, 1 for a raised warning level and 2 for the highest warning level -
as explained in Section 4.3. The share of total time that these signal values are assumed is
visualized for real and simulation data in Fig. 9. It should be noted, that the scale of the axis
starts at 90% in order to highlight the small percentages for warning levels 1 and 2.
For the simulation as well as the real driving data, the vast majority of the time, the
system is in warning level 0, which signifies an uncritical situation with no object in the
blind spot of the vehicle. The warning levels 1 and 2 are differently distributed between
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the different warning levels according to their activation time
the two data sources. In the real driving data, the warning level 1 is attained for just under
6.5%, while in the simulation data, this level is only present in just above 1% of the time.
On warning level 2, the ratios are reversed. In the simulation, this warning level is present
1.66% of the time, while in the real driving data, only 0.17% of the time warning level 2 is
reached.
To conclude, the warning level 1 is not as well covered in the simulation as it is in the
real driving data. On warning level 2, the simulation shows more activation compared to the
real data. This fact needs to be considered when analyzing the annotations and comparing
the two test stages.
Interpretation of Results The presented results provide a baseline to answer the second
research question, signifying the potential of the approach to assess the similarity of differ-
ent test stages. Precisely, we conclude that that there are not many similarities between the
distribution of the analyzed signals of the real data and the simulation. However, this is not
necessarily - and definitely not in this exemplary application - a disadvantage of one of the
test stages. In a different setting, an analysis like this might yield very interesting insights
into the quality of manually curated simulation scenarios or similar kinds of test stages.
4.6.3 Evaluation of Test Stage Compliance
To compare the two test stages with respect to the compliance with the specification, the
annotations are used as a means of comparison. Therefore, the metrics of annotation and
requirement coverage as defined in Section 4.5 are applied. This way, statements about the
potential of the different test stages can be derived from the mapping.
The ratios of annotations that could be mapped to signals within the real and simulation
data are shown with respect to their level in Fig. 10. As described in Section 4.4.2, the
mapping is done based on the annotations on Level 3. Within the real driving data, almost
75% of the annotations on Level 3 are mapped to signals with corresponding values. For
the simulation, only about 47% of the annotations could be mapped.
The presented ratios of Levels 1 and 2 in Fig. 10 are the direct results of the mapping on
Level 3, since the Level 1 and 2 annotations are implicitly contained in the ones on Level 3.
Therefore, the total number of mapped annotations on Levels 1 and 2 is the same, with 50
for the real data and 23 for the simulation data. Further, the total number of annotations on
Level 1 and 2 is the same because this analysis is done in reference to the 73 annotations
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Fig. 10 Ratio of the mapped annotations for each level
on Level 1 and 2 which actually are refined on Level 3. Consequently, the ratio of mapped
annotations is the same on Level 1 and 2.
The results on Level 4 also directly depend on the Level 3 mapping since any annotation
on Level 4 is an aggregation of Level 3 annotations. Interestingly, despite the significant
differences between real and simulation data on Level 3, the difference in the number of
annotations with an associated mapping on Level 4 amounts to only three annotations.
Generally, the analysis shows that the ratio of testable annotations within the simulation
for any level rarely exceeds the 50% mark. The vehicle test stage shows substantially more
potential.
The second metric to be reported is the requirements coverage, displayed in Fig. 11.
The figure shows the ratios of requirements where either all contained annotations could
be mapped (entirely mapped), only a subset of the annotations could be mapped (par-
tially mapped) or no annotations could be mapped at all (entirely unmapped). As with
the previous analysis, the results show a larger potential for the vehicle test stage, since
more requirements can potentially be analyzed due an existing signal mapping. This is
signified by the 62% of the requirements showing the potential to be completely veri-
fied within the real data, and only 49% within the simulation. The proportions of partially
mapped requirements is very similar between the test stages, with a difference of just two
annotations.
Interpretation of Results The presented results of the analysis signify the capability of
this evaluation step in assessing the potential of different test stages - therefore answer-
ing the third research question. Explicitly, this evaluation shows, that the test stage where
the requirements are verified with the real test drives shows more potential. In terms of
annotation and requirement coverage, the vehicle test stage exceeds the simulation test
stage.
The lack of potential in terms of annotations that could not be mapped to explicit signals
or attributes within the simulation, can be further analyzed to identify improvements to make
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Fig. 11 Ratio of requirements with mapped annotations
the simulation more expressive and cover a larger part of the requirements specification.
In our simulation for example, the status of the vehicle doors could not be simulated and,
therefore, not be assessed to be reflected upon the annotations.
In terms of the real test drives, annotations that could not be mapped to specific signals
signify that some aspects of the requirements specification are not explicitly represented as
signals within the vehicle. In our application to the log data from an industry partner, this
affected annotations like the detailed specification of construction measures like concrete
piers or masts which the car is supposed to be recognizing with its camera. Abstract meta-
information like this is not recorded as part of the vehicles internal signals and can therefore
not be evaluated.
4.6.4 Evaluation of Test Case Alignment
This last evaluation explores how well the potential as defined in the foregoing section is
actually exploited within the test cases. The test case now regards the actual execution of the
test and the qualitative analysis, if the annotations are fulfilled for the different tests. This
evaluation therefore explores, how well the tests align with the specification and further,
how the different test stages differ in terms of their annotation and requirements coverage.
The annotation and requirements coverage as reported in this section are slightly differ-
ently constructed than before, as described in the analysis procedures in Section 4.5. Here
the coverage defines the ratio of annotations that are actually fulfilled within a test. For the
requirements coverage, these annotation are reflected upon the specifications to show how
well these are covered.
To conduct these metrics, the evaluation of the log data in relation to the annotations is
done for each vehicle in the simulation and every trip of the driving data. The henceforth
reported results can therefore be interpreted in two ways: either as a means to evaluate the
correct system behavior or to evaluate how well the test cases of a test stage cover all the
characteristics of the system. Which of the two should be evaluated is to be defined and
further examined by the engineer carrying out the testing.
To examine the annotation coverage, Fig. 12 shows the ratios of fulfilled and unful-
filled annotations per level. Additionally, the potential is illustrated by incorporating the
number of annotations that are not mapped. This again signifies how much more poten-
tial is offered by the annotations, if more of them could be mapped to signals in the test
stages.
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Fig. 12 Ratio of fulfilled annotations by level
On Levels 1 and 2, the test cases within the vehicle test stage accomplish their full poten-
tial. With regards to the simulated tests, just one of the annotations for the first two levels is
not evaluated.
The analysis of the Level 3 annotations yields a different result. While in total, the num-
ber of fulfilled annotations within the real data is higher than in the simulation, the test
cases within the vehicle test stage cover only 56% of their theoretical potential. Within
the simulation, the fulfilled annotations cover 77% of the annotations that can actually be
tested.
On Level 4 the two test stages show very similar fulfillment ratios, with 35% and 36%
of the mapped annotations being fulfilled, signifying 11 and 10 actual annotations for real
and simulation data.
Due to the results being referenced to the requirements specification, a statement about
the fulfillment of the natural language requirements is facilitated. It should be noted that
one requirement may contain fulfilled as well as unfulfilled annotations. Figure 13 reports
Fig. 13 Ratio of fulfilled requirements
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the ratio of requirements with respect to the degree of fulfillment. It should be noted that as
reference, only the requirements which actually contain annotations are used.
With regards to the performed simulation, 75 (25.5%) of the 294 requirements exclu-
sively contain fulfilled annotations. The evaluation of the real trips shows that 80 (27.2%)
of the considered requirements contain fulfilled annotations only. In contrast, 75 (25.5%)
requirements are entirely unfulfilled within the simulation with regards to the inherent anno-
tations and 42 (14.3%) with respect to real driving data. Therefore, the test drives cover
more of the functional implication of the BSM, as the ratio of partially covered requirements
is larger than in the simulation.
The annotations are further analyzed in terms of their fulfillment with respect to their
level. Figure 12 shows the average percentage of fulfilled annotations per requirement for
each level. It is apparent that when verifying the system requirements with the real driving
data, the ratio of fulfilled annotations per requirement is higher than in the simulation - for
every level.
Interpretation of Results The evaluation of test case alignment yields interesting insights
into how extensive the tests within the different test stages verify the specification as pre-
sented by the annotations. These insights provide the answer to the fourth and final research
question. The results show, that in this specific application, the test drives cover more of
the peculiarities of the BSM system. These results are expected, as the previous analysis of
potential already demonstrated an advantage of the vehicle test stage. This analysis is the
ultimate objective of applying the markup language, since these are the results the engineer
immediately reflects upon and uses for functional or test case optimization.
4.7 Discussion
We discuss the four different analysis approaches and the results in the following.
Large-Scale Application of Annotations The static analysis of the annotations, indepen-
dent of the testing, demonstrates the general applicability of the lightweight multilevel
markup language to large-scale requirements specifications. A significant proportion of the
functional implications of the specification can be covered by means of the annotations. All
possible specifications of the annotations on the different levels are applied in the process.
Interestingly, the Level 4 annotations are only present in a small subset of requirements.
An expert employee from the automotive industry partner, who is more familiar with the
system, might have established more causal relations, but still, the trend is definitely identi-
fiable. Additionally, it should be noted that this process is very subjective and every engineer
will most probably produce different annotations. The final conclusion to be drawn is that
the language scales to extensive specifications and provides a baseline for subsequent anal-
yses as conducted in this study. The effort that we spend to annotate the requirements is
acceptable (less than 6 hours) and presumably lower than the effort needed to create a formal
model from a set of almost 300 requirements.
Test Stage Similarity The evaluation of general test stage similarity serves as a means to
determine how well the simulation represents real driver behavior and traffic flow. In the
presented application, the simulation differed from the real data to a considerable extent.
Especially the velocities of the vehicles are distributed differently than in the real driving
data. However, this does not necessarily impair the validity of the simulation. The fact that
the top speed in the simulation is about 30 km/h lower than in real test drives has an impact.
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No statement about the behavior of the system at these high speeds can be made when only
testing the system with the simulation. Further, the comparison of system-dependent factors
can yield important insights about the expressiveness and significance of the test stages.
If, for example, a simulation shows a lot less activation of a certain signal in comparison
to another test stage, the expressiveness of this simulation regarding this signal is to be
questioned.
This analysis is a powerful means for assessing the validity of a test stage context, as the
presented comparison illustrates. The focus for this paper does not lie in the actual, extensive
comparison of the used simulation but aims at showing the potential of this approach. The
presented extensive analysis signifies the applicability and importance of the evaluation of
test stage similarity, as it serves as a relevant context for the subsequent analyses.
Test Stage Compliance From the results of the comparison of test stage compliance, two
conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it can be explained why the mapping of the real trips does
not reach 100%, even though the specifications, the communication matrix, and the imple-
mentation of the system come from one company. Since only internal signals are contained
in the log data, annotations regarding the environment cannot be evaluated. For exam-
ple, annotations such as construction site or height of the cycle path
≥ 20cm could not be assigned. The analysis of annotations like these would need a more
extensive database, where also statements from aggregated signals are present. This is a
shortcoming of the test stage, which without the presented analysis, might not be as apparent
to an engineer.
Secondly, the different levels of mapped text phrases make the test stage comparable. The
simulation contains fewer signals because the simulator uses abstractions of vehicles. In our
experiment, the vehicles are provided by the simulator SUMO. Annotations, for example,
with the text Doors, Exit warning or Bicycle = detected cannot be mapped
because the SUMO simulator does not provide such information. A second reason is the
developmental stage of the system. The blind spot monitor in our simulation is a prototypical
implementation and does not provide the full functionality of the original BSM.
In conclusion, the evaluation of test stage compliance yields an important statement about
the system verification potential of a test stage.
Test Case Alignment As expected, the results of the test case alignment correlate with
the results of the test stage compliance. As the vehicle test stage already showed a higher
verification potential regarding the annotations, this manifests in the test case alignment.
The tests in this test stage cover a larger number of the requirements and their contained
annotations.
At this point, however, it is not the absolute numbers that are the focus, but the eval-
uation options that allow comparing two very complex test stages and their constituent
test cases. The possibilities enabled by this test case alignment analysis are promising.
Not only the comparison and support of a selection of a test stage is facilitated but also
the in-depth optimization of test cases. The exploration of expressiveness of test cases in
terms of requirements coverage is an important tool to systematically assess the functional
verification power of the applied tests.
General Applicability of the Approach Our lightweight approach can be used to collect
information regarding the testing procedure at every test stage. Given the annotations for a
requirements specifications, the presented evaluations and analysis outputs are completely
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automated. In addition to comprehensive evaluations based on natural language require-
ments, comprehensive evaluations of the test cases and stages are possible. This aligns with
the verification approaches in the industry, where several test stages are necessary for a suc-
cessful software development process. The evaluation of the test stage comparison enables
the developers and testers to better compare development statuses and test options.
Not only can an engineer use the derived statements to address functional shortcomings
of the system but also shortcomings within the testing itself.
Limitations Our approach is limited by some external aspects. The results displayed are
highly dependent on the quality of the requirements. This includes ambiguous requirements
that are misunderstood by the engineer resulting in annotations that cannot be mapped or
results that are misinterpreted. Our approach only displays the results of the annotated text
phrases. If important information is not documented as requirements, our approach may
miss important aspects. Another limitation of the approach is the subjective annotation
process. The lightweight language is deliberately a manual way for the engineer to select
observable objects. For valuable results, domain knowledge is required during the annota-
tion process. Since no check for annotation validity is provided, bad or false annotations
will result in poor results.
In addition, complex requirements may not be marked because the language has too
few elements for suitable annotations. As described in Section 3.1, the language is based
in part on existing, established syntax. In our experiment, we were able to extract all the
information we wanted. However, it is still possible that the language does not cover all
aspects of the requirements.
5 Threats to Validity
There are several threats to the validity of this experimental evaluation which are subse-
quently discussed.
Internal Threats to Validity The first internal threat to validity is the custom made BSM
function used within the simulation. A more reasonable application would have been to use
the actual implementation of the system from the automotive industry partner. However,
due to the productive code being subject to a non-disclosure clause, it could not be obtained
to be used in this study. To mitigate this threat, the custom BSM module is constructed in
tight compliance with the specifications of the system, to represent the actual functionality
as closely as possible.
The second threat to internal validity is presented by the mapping of signals to the anno-
tations. For the mapping of the signals and values of the system as present in the test stages
to the annotations, an extensive domain knowledge is needed. The authors are involved with
this project and the systems specification in a high level of detail. However, no engineer
from the automotive partner was available to validate the mapping. To counter this lack of
developer involvement, the mapping was assessed by consulting experts from our research
facility.
Lastly, the most obvious potential threat to validity are the annotations themselves. How-
ever, as these are always subjective to the engineer introducing them to some degree, these
are not regarded as an actual threat to validity. As long as the person annotating the spec-
ification has some background and expert knowledge of the system, the annotations are
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regarded as reasonable. To further diminish the potential threat, the annotations in this study
are always reviewed by two experts.
Construct Threat to Validity Additionally, there is one threat to construct validity, pre-
sented by the scenario selection. Ideally, the scenarios of different test stages should be
aligned to some extent by default. This lack of pre-alignment manifests in the choice of sim-
ulation scenario, which - for comparability reasons - should be the same as the one in the
test drives. However, in practice, this alignment is not necessarily given either. Therefore,
a highly realistic simulation scenario was chosen to represent as realistic traffic as possible
and therefore examine a realistic system behavior as well.
6 Conclusion and Outlook
With the increasing complexity of software-intensive systems, the importance of high-
quality requirements specifications and their verification increases as well. This paper
presents a lightweight multilevel markup language to annotate critical causal relations and
correlations within the requirements. It is further demonstrated how these annotations can
be connected to different test stages within the development process. In an extensive eval-
uation experiment, the proposed approach for connecting a test stage with the annotations
and evaluating these jointly, is carried out.
The experimental evaluation shows the potential benefits of the presented approach. By
analyzing a simulation or real test drive data with respect to the coverage of requirements,
the quality of the respective test stage can be evaluated and - to some extent - quantified. This
does not only improve the functional refinement of system features but also the optimization
of the testing procedure itself.
The presented approach further integrates well into every phase of development, since
the test stage used for verification is interchangeable due to an adaptive setup of the markup
language and analysis life-cycle.
In the future, this approach shall be validated in an industrial setting, potentially at an
automotive industry partner. Usability and the benefits for the developer shall be highlighted
and analyzed in an extensive study. Futher, the automation of the process in some key areas
is planned. As already mentioned, the automatic extraction of systems states to automati-
cally annotate parts of the requirements specification is already possible. This automation
will be expanded to reduce manual labor and support the engineer as comprehensive as
possible.
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